This review reappraises dietary advice to reduce and replace SFA for the prevention of CVD. In the 1970s, SFA accounted for about 18% UK food energy, by 2001 it had fallen to 13% and continues to be above the <11% target. Compared with carbohydrates, $C_{12}-C_{16}$ SFA raise serum total cholesterol (TC), LDL-cholesterol (LDL-C) and HDL-cholesterol (HDL-C) without affecting the TC:HDL-C ratio; other SFA have neutral effects on the fasting lipid profile. Replacing 3% dietary SFA with MUFA or PUFA lowers LDL-C by 2% and TC:HDL-C ratio by 0.03. No other specific adverse effects of SFA compared with MUFA on risk CVD factors have been proven. Meta-analyses of prospective cohort studies report the relative risks (95% CI) of high v. low intakes of SFA to be 1.07 (0.96, 1.19) for CHD, 0.81 (0.62, 1.05) for stroke and 1.00 (0.89, 1.11) for CVD mortality and were not statistically significant. Exchanging 5% energy SFA for PUFA or carbohydrates found hazard ratios (95% CI) for CHD death to be 26% (−23, −3) and 4% (−18, 12; NS) lower, respectively. Meta-analysis of randomised controlled trials with clinical endpoints reports mean reductions (95% CI) of 14% (4, 23) in CHD incidence and 6% (−25, 4; NS) in mortality in trials, where SFA was lowered by decreasing and/or modifying dietary fat. In conclusion, SFA intakes are now close to guideline amounts and further reductions may only have a minor impact on CVD.

A reduction in the intake of SFA has been a key dietary guideline in the prevention of CVD\textsuperscript{1,2}. This advice has been based on the relationship between fat intake and serum total cholesterol (TC) concentrations and the evidence that elevated serum TC concentrations cause atherosclerosis, which is the underlying pathology causing CHD. A large body of experimental studies conducted in animals, including primates, shows that diets high in animal fats, usually with added cholesterol, causes hyperlipidaemia and result in atherosclerosis. However, primate studies find no differences between MUFA and SFA in their ability to promote atherosclerosis and low-fat diets are protective against atherosclerosis\textsuperscript{3}. The International Atherosclerosis Project\textsuperscript{4} noted that the prevalence of atherosclerosis varied markedly between different countries and was more prevalent in countries where fat intake was higher. Post-mortem assessment of service men killed in combat\textsuperscript{5} or young trauma victims\textsuperscript{6} showed that the extent of atherosclerosis in young people was positively related to serum LDL-cholesterol (LDL-C) and negatively related to HDL-cholesterol (HDL-C) cholesterol concentrations. Increasing age, male gender, smoking habit, elevated BMI and diabetes mellitus were positively associated with atherosclerosis development. However, it is research on inherited causes of raised LDL-C, particularly familial hypercholesterolaemia where the LDL receptor is defective\textsuperscript{7}, that established beyond doubt that elevated LDL-C causes atherosclerosis and the evidence that lowering LDL-C halts progression of atherosclerosis\textsuperscript{8} and reduces the incidence of CHD.
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LDL-C increases with age probably as a consequence of a decline in receptor mediator clearance of LDL-C and this decline in LDL receptor activity is further accelerated by a lack of oestrogen in postmenopausal women. Meta-analysis of prospective cohort studies\(^9\), which are mainly in middle-aged and older men and women, show a strong relationship between BMI and LDL-C cholesterol (or its surrogate non-HDL-C). In men, non-HDL-C rises from 4.03 mmol/l in a linear manner to 4.83 mmol/l between BMI of 18.5 and 27 kg/m\(^2\). In women, non-HDL-C rises from 3.94 to 4.56 mmol/l between BMI 20–22.5 and 30–32.5 kg/m\(^2\). Increasing BMI probably acts to increase VLDL synthesis by recycling NEFA from adipose tissue to the liver where they are resynthesised into TAG and secreted as VLDL, which in turn are converted to LDL. Polymorphism in the apoE gene (carriage of the ε4 allele) also explains a significant proportion of the variance in LDL-C within the population even at a young age\(^10\). In UK adults, the median LDL-C is about 3.0 mmol/l but this rises substantially with age, especially in women following the menopause, independent of any change in SFA intake. Most cross-sectional studies fail to find any association between usual SFA intake and TC or LDL-C concentration because the size effect of SFA is small in relation to the total variance. However, cross-sectional studies of vegans, vegetarians and omnivores, who have low, medium and high intakes of SFA, respectively, show a clear dose–response effect on TC and LDL-C with vegans having LDL-C values 1 mmol/l lower than omnivores even after adjustment of age and BMI\(^11,12\).

**Effects of different SFA on serum lipids and lipoproteins**

In a meta-analysis of individual data from sixty-one prospective studies with 55,000 vascular deaths, Lewington et al.\(^13\) found that a change in TC:HDL-C was twice as informative of risk as changes in TC, non-HDL-C or HDL-C, and it was estimated that a 1.33 change in the TC:HDL-C ratio increased risk of IHD mortality by one-third. There is some debate as to whether the TC:HDL-C is the best parameter to estimate risk posed by changes in fat intake or whether the focus should be on LDL-C, especially small dense LDL. Clinically the TC:HDL-C is useful in identifying individuals who may benefit from targeted intervention and certainly captures those with pure hypercholesterolaemia (i.e. elevated LDL-C but normal HDL-C and TAG concentrations) and those who have normal TC but very low HDL-C and raised TAG concentrations. These are distinct lipoprotein phenotypes with different causations: the former being due to decreased LDL receptor-mediated clearance of LDL and the latter being a consequence of overproduction of VLDL usually associated with central obesity. Many subjects with low HDL-C have a preponderance of small dense LDL particles, which are more atherogenic, and this may well be the reason why this atherogenic lipoprotein phenotype is associated with greater risk rather than the anti-atherogenic effects of HDL. As yet, there is no convincing evidence that lowering or increasing HDL-C modifies risk of cardiovascular events. Furthermore, recent Mendelian randomisation studies that have compared genotypes that cause 0.13 mmol/l higher HDL-C concentrations have not been able to demonstrate correspondingly a lower risk of CVD. In contrast, increased LDL-C concentrations attributed to genetic effects are strongly associated with increased CVD risk\(^14\). Meta-analyses\(^15,16\) indicate that a 1 mmol/l reduction in LDL-C is accompanied by a 10% reduction in total mortality and 20% reduction in major CVD events. Moreover, there is a clear dose–response relationship between the degree of LDL-C reduction and risk independent of any drop in HDL-C. However, a greater reduction in risk may result from lower lifetime LDL-C especially as atherosclerosis is a disorder developing over many decades.

Keys et al.\(^17\) conducted a series of studies in healthy volunteers comparing the effects of different mixtures of fatty acids on TC at about 40% dietary energy from fat. They found that C\(_{12}\)–C\(_{16}\) SFA raised serum TC, PUFA had a weaker but opposite lowering effect and that MUFA and stearic acid (18:0) were neutral. Dietary cholesterol had a modest cholesterol raising effect particular over the first 400 mg of intake. Keys et al. developed a series of equations to predict changes in serum cholesterol the most commonly cited version is described as under\(^18\):

\[\Delta \text{serum cholesterol} = 2.3(\Delta S) - \Delta P + 1.5(\sqrt{\Delta C})\]

where Δserum cholesterol is presented as mg/dl, \(\Delta S\) is the difference in % energy from SFA excluding stearic acid, \(\Delta P\) is the difference in % energy from PUFA and \(\Delta C\) is the difference in cholesterol content in mg/1000 kcal (to convert to mmol/l divide by 38.5). Similar predictions were made by Hegsted et al\(^19\) using a different set of experiments. These early studies, however, did not measure LDL-C and HDL-C. Mensink & Katan\(^20\) conducted a meta-analysis of twenty-seven dietary trials, which forms the basis of the later review of sixty studies\(^21\), where they estimated effects of individual fatty acids on TC:HDL-C ratios and also compared the effects with exchange with carbohydrates. Palmitic (16:0), myristic (14:0) and lauric (12:0) acids with increasing magnitude raised LDL-C but stearic acid (18:0) had no effect on LDL-C (Fig. 1). *Trans* fatty acids raised LDL-C but oleic and polyunsaturated had an LDL-C cholesterol-lowering effect compared with carbohydrate. Replacing fat with carbohydrates increased fasting TAG concentration and lowered HDL-C with the exception of *trans* fatty acids and stearic acid (Fig. 2). Comparable changes were noted in apoB and apoAl concentrations to those of LDL-C and HDL-C, respectively. The net effect of replacing dietary SFA with carbohydrate on the TC:HDL-C ratio was null but replacing SFA with MUFA and PUFA is to lower the TC:HDL ratio and the apoB:A1 ratio. Replacing *trans* fatty acids with SFA, MUFA or PUFA lowers the TC:HDL-C ratio (Fig. 3). It is to be noted that the differences between myristic, palmitic and stearic acid on TC:HDL-C are not significantly different from each other or from
carbohydrate. In the case of lauric acid (12:0), the net effect was to decrease the TC:HDL-C ratio to a similar extent to PUFA or MUFA. On the basis of lauric acid lowering the TC:HDL-C ratio, it has been suggested that coconut oil is good for cardiovascular health. The wisdom of this advice is questionable because several studies\(^\text{22-24}\) show coconut oil, which is rich in caproic (8:0) and caprylic (10:0) acid as well as lauric (12:0) and myristic (12:0) acids, raises LDL-C and the TC:HDL-C ratio compared with olive oil or palm olein where the SFA are provided mainly by palmitic acid. Furthermore, coconut oil is relatively atherogenic in animal models especially when fed with dietary cholesterol\(^\text{25}\). In contrast, palm oil, which is rich in palmitic acid, does not have different effects on LDL-C from high oleic acid safflower oil in primates in the absence of dietary cholesterol\(^\text{26}\). Very little research has been conducted on caproic and caprylic acids but the available evidence\(^\text{21}\) does not indicate adverse effect on fasting plasma lipids. The atherogenicity of coconut oil may in part be due to its very low linoleic acid and oleic acid content compared with palm oil, which contains about 10 and 40% of these fatty acids, respectively.

Palm oil is now the major vegetable oil produced globally, mainly in Indonesia and Malaysia. Production has increased dramatically over the past two decades in Indonesia and Malaysia; it has largely replaced coconut oil and peanut oil as the main culinary oil. Several studies have compared the effect of palm olein (a fraction of palm oil containing about 45% palmitic acid, 42% oleic and 10–12% linoleic acid) with refined olive oil on blood lipids. Typically this exchange results in 4–5–6% energy palmitic acid being replaced by oleic acid. Both fats palm olein and olive oil have similar proportions of linoleic acid and stearic acid and only traces of lauric and myristic acid and do not contain cholesterol and so are ideal for comparing the effects of oleic v. palmitic acid. Two crossover studies found no differences between diets in TC and LDL-C\(^\text{27,28}\) in men, the study by Voon et al.\(^\text{24}\) showed a non-significant trend for TC and LDL-C to be slightly higher with values intermediate between olive oil and coconut oil, a crossover study of 43 Danish men found TC and LDL-C to be 0.15mmol higher on palm olein compared with olive oil but no difference in TC:HDL-C ratio\(^\text{29}\). Average total fat intakes are in the range of 25–30% energy in South East Asian diet and providing total fat intakes remain at this level, the use of palm oil as the main culinary fat is unlikely to have any adverse impact on CVD.

Some recent studies have evaluated the effects of diets with a reduced SFA content in participants with the metabolic syndrome. The RISCK study\(^\text{30}\) compared the effects SFA reduction by replacing it with either MUFA or carbohydrate in 548 participants with features of the metabolic syndrome with the diets taken for 24 weeks after a run-in period of 4 weeks on a SFA-rich diet. The participants were overweight/obese and had elevated waist circumference (waist >80cm for women and >94cm for men) and were moderately insulin resistant but not diabetic. The intake of SFA was about 7% lower on the low SFA diets compared with the high SFA control diet and lowered the LDL-C by 8%, but the low SFA/high MUFA diets lowered the TC:HDL-C ratio compared with the low fat/high carbohydrate diet by 0.16 (Fig. 4). There was no evidence to show that decreasing SFA intake lowered the proportion of small dense LDL. LIPGENE\(^\text{31}\), which was a large pan-European study in 417 participants with metabolic syndrome was unable to detect any difference in serum lipids or lipoprotein concentrations between participants fed SFA-rich, low SFA/high carbohydrate and MUFA-rich diets taken for 12-week periods. We have recently completed a randomised controlled trial (CRESSIDA study; Reidlinger D, Darzi J, Hall W, Berry S, Seed P,
Chowienczyk P, Sanders TA, unpublished results) comparing a traditional British diet with a cardioprotective diet similar to that advocated by the Department of Health(2) in 163 men and women aged 45–70 years using a parallel design with the respective diets being taken for 3 months. SFA was 7% energy lower and PUFA intake was about 2% greater on the cardioprotective diet compared with control diet. LDL-C fell by 0.3 mmol/l (10%) and TC: HDL-C increased by 0.04 comparable with our findings in the RISCK study. It would appear that decreasing SFA intake by 7% energy lowers LDL-C by 8–10%, which would be predicted decrease risk of CVD events by 5–6% and fatal CVD by 2–3%. There is little evidence to indicate greater reductions in LDL-C can be obtained in patients with hypercholesterolaemia by lowering SFA intake and LDL-C is now more effectively controlled by statins. However, dietary fat modification does lower LDL-C in addition to statin treatment(32).

**Effects of SFA on other surrogate risk markers of CVD**

It is now recognised that the rupture of an unstable atherosclerotic plaque causing a thrombosis that results in arterial occlusion usually precipitates clinical CVD events. Atherosclerosis is regarded as a chronic inflammatory process. Inflammation can make plaques more susceptible to rupture as well as making blood more likely to clot. Thrombosis is much more amenable to change in the short-term than the effects of LDL-C on atherosclerosis. It is currently believed that much of the recent reduction in CHD mortality(33) is probably due to modification of factors that reduce risk of thrombosis, such as smoking cessation, better management of blood pressure, use of aspirin, prophylactic anti-coagulant therapy and the use of fibrinolytic agents post myocardial infarction. High intakes of dietary fat may have an influence on the processes that lead to thrombosis and may also influence insulin resistance.

**Vascular function**

Impaired endothelial function is associated with the development of CVD and Keogh et al.(34) in Australia provided evidence to suggest that SFA may cause endothelial dysfunction. This conclusion was based on data from a 3-week crossover design trial in middle-aged moderately overweight subjects measuring flow-mediated dilation (FMD) with different diets. The dietary intervention involved exchanging either 20 g high-PUFA margarine and 35 g walnuts (PUFA) or 20 g high-MUFA margarine and 45 g almonds (MUFA) or 50 g butter (SFA) or 70 g sultanas and 50 g jam (high carbohydrate) in the diet of the participants for 3-week periods. The mean FMD was 5.41 (SD 2.45)% on the SFA diet v. 10.80 (SD 3.69)% on the other diets and there were no differences between a high carbohydrate diet and the other MUFA or PUFA diets. However, interpretation of the results of that study are confounded by the use of high intakes of walnuts and almonds and sultanas, which contain polyphenolic compounds that have antioxidant and other pharmacological properties and can influence endothelial function(35). In this context, it is relevant to consider the beneficial effects on FMD that have been reported in subjects given virgin olive oil(36,37), which are now being attributed to it polyphenol content rather than it high MUFA content. The 24-week RISCK trial found no differences in FMD or arterial stiffness from replacing SFA with carbohydrate or MUFA(38); differences between treatments were <0.5% FMD units. The 12-week CRESSIDA study, which compared current UK dietary guidelines with a traditional UK diet also found no effect of SFA reduction on FMD (Sanders TAB, Reidlinger D, Darzi J, Hall WL, Chowienczyk PJ, unpublished results). Meals high in fat cause acute impairment of endothelial function compared with low fat, high carbohydrate meals(39,40) that appears to be related to the extent to which plasma TAG is elevated rather than it high MUFA content. The 24-week RISCK trial showed no differences between treatments were <0.5% FMD units. The 12-week CRESSIDA study, which compared current UK dietary guidelines with a traditional UK diet also found no effect of SFA reduction on FMD (Sanders TAB, Reidlinger D, Darzi J, Hall WL, Chowienczyk PJ, unpublished results). Meals high in fat cause acute impairment of endothelial function compared with low fat, high carbohydrate meals(39,40) that appears to be related to the extent to which plasma TAG is elevated rather than it high MUFA content. The 24-week RISCK trial showed no differences between treatments were <0.5% FMD units. The 12-week CRESSIDA study, which compared current UK dietary guidelines with a traditional UK diet also found no effect of SFA reduction on FMD (Sanders TAB, Reidlinger D, Darzi J, Hall WL, Chowienczyk PJ, unpublished results). Meals high in fat cause acute impairment of endothelial function compared with low fat, high carbohydrate meals(39,40) that appears to be related to the extent to which plasma TAG is elevated rather than it high MUFA content.

**Thrombosis and inflammation**

Mildly elevated levels of C-reactive protein and increased fibrinogen concentrations are associated with inflammation and blood coagulation and increased risk of CVD(41). There is a clear relationship between body fat content and elevated C-reactive protein and fibrinogen but no specific effect of dietary SFA v. MUFA on these inflammatory markers(30). Early animal research suggested that some saturated fats, particularly stearic acid, are thrombogenic. However, prospective cohort studies have found factor VII coagulant (FVIIc) activity to be associated with increased risk of fatal CHD. Cross-sectional dietary analysis showed FVIIc to be associated with total fat intake and elevated plasma TAG concentrations. FVIIc was then observed to vary from...
day to day in line with fat intake and it was shown that meals high in fat typically containing 50 g or more raised FVIIc by increasing the concentration the fraction present in the activated form FVIIa. These elevations persist for up to 24h. Meals high in long-chain fatty acid compared with low-fat meals result in postprandial lipaemia and this can lead to activation of factor VII\textsuperscript{iii}\textsuperscript{iv}\textsuperscript{v}. In this respect meals rich in oleic acid result in greater elevations of plasma TAG and, high levels of FVIIa compared with SFA\textsuperscript{vi}\textsuperscript{vii}\textsuperscript{viii}. However, the effects of SFA on postprandial lipaemia and factor VII are dependent on fatty acid chain length and physical properties. Medium and short chain saturated fatty acid do not result in postprandial lipaemia and activation of FVIIa\textsuperscript{vii}\textsuperscript{viii}. This in part may explain why butterfat results in slightly less lipaemia than high oleic fats such as olive oil. High melting point fats, which are found in some natural fats such as shea butter\textsuperscript{vii}\textsuperscript{viii}\textsuperscript{ix} and interesterified fats\textsuperscript{vii}\textsuperscript{viii}\textsuperscript{x} also result in decreased postprandial lipaemia and decreased factor VII activation. However, the effects fat on FVII are transient and reflect recent fat intake\textsuperscript{vi} and the differences between SFA and MUFA only seem relevant over a period of 24h following the consumption of high-fat meals. SFA do not appear to have specific effects on indices of fibrinolysis\textsuperscript{viii}\textsuperscript{ix}. The RISCK study\textsuperscript{vi} was unable to demonstrate any long-term effects of lower SFA intake on plasminogen activator inhibitor type 1 or FVIIc activities. However, it is to be noted that participants were asked to refrain from foods high in fat on the day prior to the measurements. With respect to thrombotic risk factors and postprandial lipaemia, it seems the replacement of fat with carbohydrate has favourable effects\textsuperscript{xii}.

**Insulin resistance**

Insulin resistance is associated with the metabolic syndrome is believed to be a strong predictor of risk of CVD. A review by Reserus, Willett & Hu\textsuperscript{vi} suggested that SFA may have adverse effects on insulin release and glucose homeostasis. However, this conclusion was based on a number of small trials; the only one major study that had addressed this question was the KANWU study\textsuperscript{vii}. This reported an improvement in insulin sensitivity when SFA, mainly derived from animal fats and lard, were replaced by MUFA in the diet but the difference between treatments was of borderline significance. The RISCK study\textsuperscript{vi} found no evidence for adverse effects of SFA on insulin sensitivity nor did the LIPGENE\textsuperscript{viii} study or the study by Bos et al.\textsuperscript{vii} The current evidence suggests that there is probably no difference between SFA and MUFA on insulin resistance in human subjects.

**Evidence using clinical endpoints from prospective cohort studies**

A re-evaluation of the role of SFA in the causation of CVD is long overdue\textsuperscript{viii}. In part this is because making dietary recommendations based on changes in surrogate risk markers for disease do not necessarily translate into disease risk reduction, especially when dietary components affect risk factors in different directions. Secondly, the approach to formulating dietary guidelines has become more systematic relying on meta-analysis of randomised controlled trials and prospective cohort studies rather than on eminence-based reviews. The Seven Countries Study was an observational study that compared the incidence of CHD between USA, Northern Europe (Holland and Finland), Southern Europe (former Yugoslavia, Italy and Greece) and Japan. It reported low rates of CHD in Southern Europe and Japan and high rates in Northern Europe/USA. Dietary intake estimates for centre were based on chemical analysis of representative diets rather than individual intakes. SFA intake was from <5% energy in Japan, about 10% in the Mediterranean countries to about 20% in Northern Europe/USA. It was suggested that two-thirds of the difference in median cholesterol concentrations between countries (4·2–6·5 mmol/l) could be explained by differences in SFA and cholesterol intake. However, the relationship only held for regional estimates of SFA intake but not for individual dietary intake data (Kromhout D, personal communication). However, follow-up studies confirmed the lower incidence of CHD in Southern Europe and Japan and the relationship with TC both between cohort and within-cohorts\textsuperscript{vii}. The current view is that a Mediterranean dietary pattern is related to a lower risk of CHD\textsuperscript{viii}.

Siri-Terano\textsuperscript{vii} conducted a meta-analysis of prospective studies that have measured SFA intake and have related it to risk of CHD mortality. They report that the relative risks (95% CI) of high v. low intakes of SFA were 1·07 (0·96, 1·19) for CHD, 0·81 (0·62, 1·05) for stroke and 1·00 (0·89, 1·11) for CVD mortality and were not statistically significant. This review, although meticulously conducted, has been controversial and criticised for adjusting for serum cholesterol in the analysis. However, even without adjustment for serum cholesterol there are no significant trends to indicate any increase in risk and the size effects are small. Furthermore, as discussed earlier variations in dietary SFA intakes only explain a very small part of the variance in serum cholesterol in the population. In contrast, estimates of dietary intake of trans fatty acids have been found to be more strongly associated with CHD mortality\textsuperscript{vi} and risk estimates suggest that replacing 2% energy trans fatty acids with SFA would lower risk of CHD by 17%. Jakobsen et al.\textsuperscript{vii} pooled data from eleven cohort studies and modelled the impact of replacing 5% energy SFA with either carbohydrates, MUFA or PUFA (Fig. 5). A caveat regarding this type of analysis is that is influenced by the overall dietary pattern not just the nutrients of interest. The hazards ratio for replacing SFA with carbohydrate was 7% significantly higher for CHD incidence but 4% lower for CHD mortality. Further analysis\textsuperscript{vi} suggested that the hazards ratio for myocardial infarction incidence was 12% (95% CI 28, 7) lower for low glycaemic index carbohydrates and 33% (8, 64) higher for high glycaemic index carbohydrates. Replacement with MUFA increased the hazards ratio for CHD incidence and mortality by 19 and 1%, respectively, whereas statistically
came to similar conclusions. Both of these reports recommended that no more than 10% energy be derived from SFA. The French dietary guidelines \(^{(66)}\) interestingly have focused on cholesterol raising SFA and have excluded stearic acid and short and medium chain fatty acids from recommendations with the upper limit being 14.5% energy from SFA. In this context, it is worth mentioning in passing that the French consume more cheese and butter compared with other countries in the European Union, yet boast lower rates of CHD (the French Paradox) than many other European countries \(^{(67)}\).

**Current intakes and conclusions**

Intakes of SFA have fallen markedly in many countries including the UK over a period of 30–40 years and current UK intakes are in the range of 12–13%. The UK Dietary National Dietary and Nutritional Survey \(^{(66)}\) shows that SFA intake fell from about 17% energy in 1986/1987 to about 13% in 2001 where it has remained since. This fall in SFA intake was accompanied by a modest reduction in total fat intake from 42% to about 35% energy and about a 50% increase in the intake of PUFA. These changes were probably mainly caused by changes in the food supply chain rather than individuals making healthier choices: vegetable oils replaced animal fats, the skimmed milks became widely available but the butter fat disappeared back into the food chain; the lower cost of poultry and pork compared with beef and lamb encouraged a change to these leaner meats; yellow fat spread (butter, margarine) consumption also fell along with a reduction in bread intake. Serum cholesterol fell from a mean of 5.7 mmol/l in 1986 to 5.1 mmol/l in 2000/2001 but remained at level since \(^{(69)}\). For reasons that remain uncertain CHD incidence and mortality has fallen markedly in the UK by about 50% in the last decade across all regions \(^{(33)}\).

In terms of meeting government targets for SFA intake (<11% energy), there is little scope for further increasing the intake of PUFA, which is close to the 6% target. From a practical point of view palmitic and stearic acid are the major SFA in diet and palmitic acid normally accounts for about two-thirds of the SFA intake in Western diets. This would suggest that reducing SFA intake by 3% might lower LDL-C slightly (0.12 mmol/l) when exchanged for MUFA but it remains uncertain whether replacing SFA with MUFA will translate into reduced CVD risk. However, there are likely to be health benefits from restricting fat intake in terms of weight loss \(^{(70)}\), providing the energy is not replaced by carbohydrate or alcohol. Lowering SFA intake to <11% energy is relatively easy to achieve by modifying the types of oils in the diet, using reduced fat dairy products and restricting the intake of fat from meat and would be predicted to lower LDL-C by 2%. Achieving an intake well below 7% requires a more substantial shift in the overall dietary pattern to something closer to a vegan diet, which introduces a different set of nutritional issues such as low vitamin B\(_{12}\) intake, low calcium intake, etc.

**Randomised controlled trials with clinical endpoints**

Several randomised controlled trials were conducted mainly in the 1960–1970s to evaluate the effect of decreasing SFA intake and replacing it with carbohydrate or PUFA on CHD incidence and mortality; by current standards they were all statistically underpowered. The Women’s Health Initiative Randomized Dietary Modification Trial \(^{(63)}\) is a large well-powered study, which was set up to evaluate whether a reduction in dietary fat intake would reduce breast cancer in women, also evaluated the impact of fat reduction on CHD risk. Although on an intention to treat analysis showed no effect, a post hoc analysis found women who had sustained weight loss did show benefit in terms of decreased CHD incidence. Hooper et al. in a Cochrane review \(^{(64)}\) of dietary interventions concluded that modification of fat intake results in a significant 14% (95% CI 4, 23) reduction in CHD incidence and a non-significant 7% reduction in cardiovascular mortality especially when TC was lowered. However, there was a suggestion from the non-significant 23% reduction in risk for an even better outcome when fat was both reduced and modified.

**Recent dietary guidelines and current intakes**

WHO/FAO \(^{(1)}\) reviewed the evidence and on the basis of the data from the prospective cohort studies concluded that there was convincing evidence that replacing SFA with PUFA decreased risk of CHD but indicated that there was probable evidence that replacing SFA with refined carbohydrate has no benefit on CHD and may even increase risk. The WHO/FAO group could come to no agreement on the upper level of intake of total fat because of the lack of evidence. The Institute of Medicine review for the Dietary Guidelines for Americans \(^{(65)}\)
Perhaps the more important issue is the overall balance of the diet in relation to cardiovascular risk. It would be unwise to discourage the oily fish (salmon, mackerel, herring) and nuts because of their relatively high SFA content, especially as both oily fish consumption and nuts are associated with decreased risk of CVD\(^\text{(69)}\). In the UK diet, the major sources of total fat and SFA are meat, dairy and cereals products (mainly pies, cakes and biscuits). The consumption of fatty meat products such as pies, sausages and burgers has been linked to increased CHD risk\(^\text{(71)}\) whereas milk, yoghurt and cheese, but not butter, are associated with a lower risk of CHD\(^\text{(65,72)}\). In this context, it is relevant to note that two large prospective cohort studies have found the proportion of C\(_{15}\), which is associated with dairy fat consumption, to be associated with a lower risk of CHD\(^\text{(73,74)}\). Fat can easily be removed from meat and this has the other advantage of reducing energy intake. The other foods making a major contribution to SFA intake, as well as energy, are cakes, biscuits and chocolate confectionary. Reformulation of these products is difficult without changing their taste and organoleptic characteristics. Consequently, it remains sensible to advise only occasional consumption of these foods and this is consistent current healthy eating advice.

In conclusion, the dietary target of <11% energy for SFA intake can be readily achieved but achieving lower intakes is more challenging and would require a major change in dietary patterns.
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